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Casablanca, April 5, 2020 - As part of the temporary support operation for Ramedist 
households operating in the informal sector for which the Pandemic Management Fund 
of COVID-19 will provide financial aid, Attijariwafa bank opens its 1700 ATMs for the 
withdrawal of their aid.

This progressive distribution will take place from Monday April 6, 2020. The beneficiaries 
having been notified by SMS of the availability of their aid at Attijariwafa bank, will be able 
to go the same day to the nearest ATM of Attijariwafa bank and proceed to the withdrawal 
by entering the code received by SMS.

To simplify to the beneficiaries the experience of withdrawal of their aid, Attijariwafa 
bank puts at their disposal an educational capsule via the link: https://bit.ly/2UXfZkU, 
in addition to the customer relationship center via the number +212 5 22 58 88 40.

For the employees of the formal sector who have suffered a cessation of activity, the 
distribution of the aids granted by the CNSS will start on Wednesday, April 8 within the 
network of Attijariwafa bank branches. Each beneficiary will be credited on their account 
with the amount of the aid and will be able to withdraw it via ATM or branch or to use it 
via card or mobile payments.

Attijariwafa bank has spared no effort to help people in difficult situations and has 
mobilized its human and technological resources to ensure the success of these 
operations. Moreover, all the hygiene measures necessary to prevent the spread of the 
COVID-19 pandemic will have to continue to be observed throughout this period of fight 
against this pandemic.

Attijariwafa bank supports aid distribution to households affected  
by the COVID-19 health and economic crisis
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